
Ed Deter 	 1/19/90 
P.O.Boi 5818 
West Sedona, AZ mo540 

Dear Ed, 

It is a long way from Chicago to Arizona. But then it's been a long time! hope the 
years were good to you. 

As your apparent faith in William Cooper most assuredly isn't. 
In your letter you say he says "Greer fired the fatal bullet at Frames 312-313-

314." In the biblio, under "Other," then "ooper and the videotape, you snY,"Oncludes videoclips showing Greer administering the coup  d'Aram to President Kennedy..." (sic). 
There are very few things about which we can speak with absolute fimo-Ity in the 

JrPa matter but one of the very few is that as with so much of what I remember of his ravings, 
this is absolutely impossible. As the Zapruder film alone makes certain. Moreover, there 
are no oxiginal nvideoclips." So whatever he made up is made up and false. Absolu;tely. 
By which I mean no question at all. 

You ask if I know where 4reer is. If cooper did anything at all other that imagine 
things and than spread them around as fact he'd have known that Greer died manyAmAr 
years ago, from the ulcer that led to his retirement. 

Please believe me, what cooper says is absoluetly fare and physically impossible. 
Wby in the world didn't you check with me first, before getting yourself associated 

with such irresponsibility? 

Now I don't know what is meant by those "videoclips" unless he also contrived some 
kind of drawing but those frames are published in the second exhibit volume of the Warren 
Commission records that perhaps some library near you has. You can see that he was not 
shooting JFK. 

I have IN interest in the rest of it but I'd like to see what he repressnts as 
proof that all Te thousands who examined the Zapruder file and all the millions who saw it 
over and over again on TV did not see! 

I'll not be able to go into this any more because in addition to the other in-
firmities I carried into the last part of my 76th rear I've just recently had a triple 
bypass and am limited. 

Best wishes, 

'aro d Weisberg 


